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Canadian Air Task Force jets CF-188 fly over Siauliai air base August 26, 2014. The Royal Canadian Air
Force will hand over their air policing mission over the Baltics to NATO in September 1, 2014.

NATO head Anders Fogh Rasmussen says the Western military alliance is planning to set up
permanent bases in Eastern Europe, spelling out a development long opposed —and feared —
by Russia.

"You will in the future see a more visible NATO presence in the East," Secretary General
Anders Fogh Rasmussen told the Guardian and five other European newspapers on Tuesday.

Rasmussen also said the alliance is planning to boost its existing rapid response force,
preparing some of its units to be ready for military action within hours.

"We have to face the reality that Russia does not consider NATO a partner," he said.
"Obviously we have to adapt to that."

NATO's only current base in the region is located in Poland but calls from Warsaw to make its



military presence permanent in the country have up to now been cast aside for fear
of antagonizing Russia.

Eastern Europe used to be the Soviet Union's geopolitical domain, but most of the region's
nations have joined NATO since its collapse — much to Moscow's perpetual irritation.

Rasmussen did not specify the exact location of the additional bases but Russian media
responded to his statements by reporting NATO was planning to build its military bases "on
Russia's border."

The announcement comes a day after Rasmussen called Russia's humanitarian aid convoy
a "red herring," meant to divert attention away from the country's maneuvers in Ukraine.

"You can't exclude that so-called humanitarian operations are a cover for a military
intervention," he told the Financial Times on Monday.

NATO has pledged to help Ukraine boost its military prowess in light of the perceived threat
of Russian expansionism, Rasmussen said Tuesday, speaking on the sidelines of a NATO
summit in Cardiff in September to which Russia has not been invited.

See also:

Merkel Vows NATO Will Protect Baltic States From Russian Aggression
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